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Part Of: Mary Schaffer fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Fonds Number: M79 / V527

Series: II.A. Photographs: lantern slides

Sous-Fonds: V527

Reference Code: V527 / PS 1 - 639 to 668

GMD: Photograph

Lantern slide

Transparency

Date Range: [ca.1910]

Physical Description: 30 photographs : transparencies; glass

Scope & Content:

Transparencies are hand-coloured and black and white lantern slides pertaining to bison,
bison hunting and the decline of bison. Mainly illustrations, 1860s-1880s

Finding Aid: Copy prints are available for reference use

Location (Copy): Reference prints are available

Title Source: Title based on contents of file
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Content Details: LIST OF LANTERN SLIDES - V527 / PS 1 :

#639 - [Pile of buffalo bones]

#640, 641 - [Illustration – Indigenous people hunting buffalo] (641)

#642 - [Illustration] Indigenous people on Snowshoes hunting Buffaloes

#643 - [Illustration – Indigenous people driving buffalo over buffalo jump]

#644 - [Illustration] Driving Buffalo over a cliff

#645 - [Indigenous woman stretching buffalo hide]

#646 - [Indigenous woman with horse pulling travois]

#647 - [Illustration] Cree Indigenous people impounding the buffalo

#648 - [Illustration] The Herd, 1860 (648)

#650 - [Illustration – Indigenous people hunting buffalo]

#651 - [Illustration] The End, 1883

#652 - Buffalo Bones In 1875

#653, 654 - [Illustration - early depiction of buffalo]

#655 - [Illustration] Buffalo - a hold up 1869

#656 - [Loading buffalo bones onto railway cars]

#657 - [Buffalo bones piled beside railway cars]

#658 - [Illustration - hunter shooting buffalo]

#659 - Buffalo Trail Buffalo National Park

#660 - [Buffalo swimming river]

#661 - Buffalo wallowing

#662 - Buffalo starting to wallow

#663 - Buffalo wallow

#664 - Buffalo, Banff National Park

#665 - [Illustration – Indigenous people hunting buffalo]

#666 - [Illustration] Hunting disguised as wolves

#667 - [Painted buffalo hide]

#668 - [Illustration - Indigenous moccasins & carry bags]

Processing Status: Processed
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